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BREAKING DOWN A GENERAL COLLECTION OF GREAT BRITAIN PERFINS.  
 
By Dr. R. W. Powell, F.R.P.S.,L. 
 
 
I am getting much satisfaction from my latest development in perfin  
collecting, and feel that this should be shared with others. But first,  
perhaps I should indicate how things started and have developed. I had  
specialised mainly in the GB definitive stamps of late QV and the  
following reigns, and, on retirement I extended to certain postmarks and  
to perfins. For the perfins I use Hagner type sheets which facilitate  
changes and the slipping in of different stamps having the same perfin.  
Perfin patterns that undergo a distinct but small charge at a definite  
time are accepted as different types, but others with small differences 
confined to one period are more likely to come from a multi-head. 
 
All this was fun, and my type total rose to about fifteen thousand. 
 
Then came Richard L. Mewhinney's Catalog of the Perfins of Ireland, 
which led me to remove the examples shown from my collection when found  
to have Irish postmarks, plus several others thought to qualify for 
inclusion. A year or two later Dr. Tony Edwards provided a Catalogue of 
Welsh perfins, so the perfins on Welsh Regional stamps and those with  
Welsh cancellations were treated similarly. Much fun was had, as well as 
the satisfaction of seeing my article 'Welsh Perfins as a Side Collection' 
on the front cover of The Perfins Bulletin for March 1987 (Volume 40  
page 33). 
 
Meanwhile, I had been reflecting on the 1985 Census of Worldwide Perfin 
Patterns conducted by the Perfins Club and its Results (Volume 38, page 
144, September 1985). For each country they had wanted pattern numbers 
under three headings, Post (15547), Rev (197) and Sta (29). These  
headings were for patterns on postage stamps, on revenue stamps and on 
postal stationery, and the numbers that follow in brackets are the highest 
counts received. I decided that my collection ought to be broken down in 
like manner. 
 
Postal Stationery was easy to separate and gave a total of 32 items from 
post cards, envelopes, wrappers and two patterns perforated through the 
flaps of Registered envelopes. Only items were included where the perfin 
penetrated the base on which the stamp was printed. Thus the Souvenir 
Letter Card issued by the Stamp Collecting Promotion Council in 1977 did 
not qualify for inclusion. 
 
For the revenue stamps things are not so clear cut. With most countries 
there are clear differences between their postage and revenue stamps as  
it was in Great Britain until the Customs and Inland Revenue Act of 1881, 
which required the production of stamps that could be used for either 
postal or revenue purposes. On 12 July 1881 the ld lilac was issued,  
which had been specially designed for the dual usage. Not only was the 
inscription 'Postage and Inland Revenue', but the purple ink was doubly 
fugitive, which made both postmarks and ink signatures etc., difficult  
to remove without seriously affecting the colour. After that time no more 
stamps inscribed 'Inland Revenue' were issued. Telegraph stamps were 
treated similarly, but for a time, stocks in hand could be used for  
either purposes 
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Stamps up to the value of 2s 6d soon followed with the 'Postage & Revenue' 
insciption, and those bought in quantity were oftened perfinned as a 
security measure. Other, notably at first the 1d and 6d values were 
overprinted to serve also on receipts. The overprinting forfeited their 
availability for postal use, whereas there were no restrictions on the use 
of perfinned stamps. It is only of the perfins with which I will now deal. 
 
Most perfin collections will contain a few without postmarks that have  
been soaked from fiscal documents. I have been through my general 
collection and have removed these. Most have been recognised by their 
manuscript cancellation, or by some non-postal printed receipt such as  
that of a Borough Council, a Bank or an Assurance or other Society.  
These have now been mounted up as a separate collection, and this has  
found a place to include the few complete receipts, cheques and so on  
that also carry perfinned stamps. A receipt of the Anglo-American Oil  
Co., Ltd., Royston Depot is of interest, in that the 1d K.E.VII has the 
full-name perfin NASH (N l2A). I understand that Buntingford had a firm  
of solicitors, named Nash, who were probably receiving the 100 gal. of 
"Royal Daylight" oil. This perfin could not be photocopied, but Figures  
la and lb show front and back views of another used by "Barker's of 
Kensington". This perfin differs from the four given in Tilles for this 
firm. It incorporates a date, 2 9 16, and suggests that some listed 
numerical perfins could have come from similar sources. This stamp is  
also unusual in that it bears an overprint "Received for John Barker Co., 
Ltd." as well as being perfinned, whilst the '2' matches 0160.02 of our 
latest Numbers list, so, according to the heading is a fiscal partial  
and should not have been recorded. 
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Figures 2a and b, 3a and b and 4a and b show the three further examples 
I possess with overprints as well as perfins. Their overprints are 
"Westminster Bank Limited, Foreign Branch", "A. Sanderson & Sons, Ltd"  
and "Received V S & Co Ld.", whilst the perfins are the "1" of a date,  
".& S L" of a perfin covering more than a single stamp for its revenue  
use, and one matching the Tilles V 160.1 that had postal use for Messrs. 
Vyse, Sons and Co., Ltd from KGV to KGVI. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
A few other perfins designed for fiscal use were too large for single 
definitives, as seen in Figures 5a and b. The inclined word "RATES" 
perfinned on the stamps of Figures 6a and b was clearly intended for  
fiscal use as in 6b, but 6a is postally used by IPSWICH, which serves  
to confirm Ipswich as the rating authority. (Illustrations overleaf). 
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A less usual group that now finds a home in my collection of perfins  
having other than postal use are some KEVII stamps cancelled by the  
word "EXAMINED" and having various perfins of the Great Northern  
Railway. Purple ink has been used for the word EXAMINED, which is seen  
to cover the four penny stamps of Figure 7a, whilst Figure 7b shows the 
perfin to be G 370.1 (3700.01). Furthermore the small differences in  
the individual patterns suggest the use of a multi-head device. 

 












